
Cost Accounting – Acct 362/562

Preview for test two

The second midterm test for this course can be taken between Friday, May 9, and before the start

of class on Monday, May 19.   The exam is to be taken outside of class.  Schedule your time with Dr.

Albrecht.  The exam has an expected length of 100 minutes, with a standard deviation of about 20

minutes.

The professor’s previous tests for this course are available on the course web site:

http://accountingprofessor.wordpress.com/cost-acct/

The exam is closed-book, closed-notes, closed study mate, closed internet, etc.  The test will

contain a standard page of equations/formulas.   You will need a calculator capable of transforming

numbers into logarithms and logarithms into numbers.  

Relevant Benefits and Costs.  The types of problems we covered in class are fair game here:  (1)

special order with capacity constraints (meaning that part of the special order must be

outsourced, or regular orders must be cut back, or additional costs must be incurred to go about

capacity), (2) make or buy, (3) drop or retain a product or location.  Another fair game topic is

operating under constrained resources, which is discussed in the textbook.  For sure, the testing

emphasis is working problems.  However, being able to identify qualitative and risk factors for

these four decision types is fair game for the test.  Overall importance of chapter: heavy

emphasis.

Learning curve.  You will not need to use a computer to run a regression to determine parameters of

the learning curve, but you will need to be able to identify relevant information from a regression

output table and then compute the learning curve parameters (a, b, learning effect).  You should

know how to complete a learning curve table, use the average time and total time equations,

compute parameters using the two-point method, and predict future time for a single unit or a

range.   Marginal time is fair game and emphasized.  Icarus (problem 64) is a good problem to

study.  Overall importance of chapter:  moderate to heavy emphasis.
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Terminology

I often ask students to define terms and explain their relevance/importance to cost management. 

Sometimes I ask for examples.  The goal is a complete statement, so that there is no ambiguity in

your answer.

Chapter 4

binding constraint

bottleneck

confirmation bias

constraint

outsourcing

qualitative information

slack resource

Chapter 2 (learning curve)

learning curve

learning effect

marginal cost

cumulative average cost

average cost for marginal activity range
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